How To Crack CCNA Exam
How To Crack CCNA Exam In The First Attempt
CCNA abbreviated for Cisco Certificate Networking Associate is one of the reputed exams
taken by individuals who are aiming to commence their networking certification paths in the
technology arena. Hence, How To Crack CCNA Exam In The First Attempt is the most
prominent question. Recent graduates and professionals undertake this test to highlight their
proficiency and knowledge in the field of technology. The certification path is then followed by
other professional and expert levels certifications like CCNP and CCIE.
CCENT > CCNA > CCNP > CCIE
Alternatively, individuals either can choose to pursue the entry-level CCENT and then go for
CCNA exam or can go for CCNA directly after undertaking sufficient training and practical
experience.
With proper curriculum and training, individuals can easily crack the CCNA exam in the first
attempt itself. Timely training schedule, practice, and guidance are all one needs to clear the
certification exam.

Syllabus

Make sure to go through the syllabus of the current CCNA exam i.e. 200-125, since the syllabus
is relevant to the exam code. Different exam codes tend to have a change in syllabus.
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Know Your Exam
It is highly advisable to have pre-knowledge regarding the certification path you will be choosing
to follow. Namely, if you choose to go for CCNA Routing & Switching, CCNA Security or CCNA
Collaboration since each opens certification path to a different certification path for
technologies.
CCNA R&S mainly focuses on the routing and switching technologies and infrastructure that are
used in the industry.
CCNA Security aims at security devices and environment that help to secure commercial
technology infrastructure.
CCNA Collaboration helps an individual to be aware of the implementation of multimedia
services and infrastructure in a commercial setting.

Before the Exam
Plan your exam prior, this helps you to schedule your training options and book your exam as
well as allot time for your practice sessions. One has to take care of multiple aspects while
planning your exam; a few of them are listed below:

Training: Opt For Training As Per Convenience

a) One can pursue training using the official CISCO material available on the site as a part of
their training kit; this is very helpful for self-study. The simulation lab software can be used to
study the practical aspect of the study material.
b) Alternatively, one can enroll in one of the training institutes that help the individual by
providing real-life infrastructure and lab environment, which enable individuals to learn and
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understand things more effectively. Make sure that institute is a certified Cisco Partner.

Get Well Versed With The Exam Format
a) CCNA exam is conducted in two formats; an individual can select to pursue either two exams
of ICND-1 100-101 and ICND-2 or a single exam of CCNA 200-101. Decide your prior path.
b) The exam is conducted in the form of 50 Q's to be answered in 90 min and the questions are
asked are scenario bases, multiple options or single scenario based.

Resources & Practice

a) Go through dumps and previous questions to understand the exam question patterns and
formats well. Institutes are capable for helping individuals more by providing them updated
dumps and training sessions.
b) Opt for mock tests to get habituated with the exam.
c) Consider focusing for lab-based or scenario based questions, since they take more time while
solving. Make sure of packet tracer or GNS3 for practicing lab questions.
d) Practice, Practice & Practice; clearly, there is no alternative to this.

Book Your Exam
Book your exam, as and make sure to make the payment for the exact exam code that you will
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be preparing for. Either also, you can take an exam at your place of convenience or you can
book your exam with Pearson Vue which is the global exam partner of Cisco for a proctored
base environment.
Take a two days break before your exam date, this will help you to relax and prepare well for the
exam session.

On Exam Day
Reach the test center will all required documents on time. The proctor will help you out settling
in and will arrange the setup. You can complete your test and the result will be shown to you
promptly. You will be delivered the certificate number by a soft copy or by Mail if you insist on a
hard copy.
With practice, effort, and professional guidance, the CCNA exam can be easily cracked down in
a single attempt without stress.
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